
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But, if so, how much less can it be pretended that satisfaction
____________________ to the claims of Coleridge?
1.

(render)has been rendered

The wheel or lathe ____________________.2. (not/use)has not been used

Many books on sports of various kinds ____________________, but
outside of an occasional article in periodicals devoted to bee literature, but
little has been written on the subject of bee hunting.

3.

(write)

have been written

On every military calculation it is a hazardous adventure, and armies are
not much disposed to try a second time the ground upon which they
_____________________.

4.

(defeat)have been defeated

Well, the older and larger the better, provided his tusks
_______________________ by some accident.
5.

(not/break)have not been broken

Obvious printer's errors ______________________; all other
inconsistencies are as in the original.
6.

(correct)
have been corrected

Minor typographical errors have been corrected without note, whilst
significant amendments ___________________ at the end of the text.
7.

(list)have been listed

This is especially the case when the disease ___________________ by
some great shock; and the prostration is so much the more dangerous
because the patient is kept upon a restricted diet.

8.

(induce)

has been induced

This capital __________________ on the Renaissance side of the palace,
only with such changes in the ideal of the children as the workman thought
expedient and natural.

9.

(copy)

has been copied

I _________________ of a poet who, being almost mad with love for an
actress, bought the handsomest bed in Paris without knowing how the actress
would reward his passion.

10.

(tell)

have been told

The more often I ___________________ by you, the more my love
struggles and strives to regret the hand that beats me; for that punishment
was a pleasant pastime for me.

11.

(strike)

have been struck
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An ignominious war ____________________ against a weak country and
in Russia the indignation which I fully share is tremendous.
12.

(declare)
has been declared

That point ______________________________ in capitalist society.13.
(reach/and/pass)

has been reached and passed

The buildings were extended a little and greatly altered more than two
hundred years ago, in the time of Charles II., but since then little has been
done to improve them, though they _________________ in fairly good repair,
according to our fortunes.

14.

(keep)
have been kept

A relationship to vaccination ___________________ by some observers.15.
(allege)

has been alleged

Minor corrections to punctuation _________________ without note.16.
(make)

have been made

And this error is so egregious that I am confounded at the universality with
which it ____________________.
17.

(receive)has been received

Whenever I have tried to speak, a burning seal ________________ upon
my lips, and I myself have become the involuntary minister of these
mysteries.

18.

(lay)

has been laid

______________________ in blankets till I have been even deprived of
motion?
19.

(I/swathe/?)
Have I been swathed

The whole subject of the extinction of species ____________________ in
the most gratuitous mystery.
20.

(involve)
has been involved
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